Event EarthMatters, an Indo-Korean ceramic residency project to be held from today till February 12

InKo Centre in association with Arts Council, Korea, Kalakshetra Foundation and Lalit Kala Akademi, organises an Indo-Korean Ceramic residency project that will bring together 12 ceramic artists — six each from India and Korea — for a four-week residency in Chennai. The residency at Kalakshetra Foundation is from today till February 12. This will be followed by EarthMatters: an Indo-Korean Ceramic exhibition at Lalit Kala Akademi from February 14 to 21.

The residency will focus on providing time for individual artists to develop new work as well as an opportunity for sharing best practices and interacting with peers, students and the public. There will also be a series of specialist talks and presentations. The residency period will be followed by an exhibition and symposium.

This residency is the first of regular residency programmes in India and Korea for Indian and Korean Ceramic artists.

For further information call 24361224 or email enquiries@inkoocentre.org/lka.chennai@gmail.com.